The mechanical and electronic properties of a graphene membrane placed on top of a superlattice of nanopillars are investigated. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to access the deformation fields and the tight-binding approaches to calculate the electronic properties. The system of interest consists of a triangular lattice of nanopillars with a period of a=750 nm over which the graphene layer is deposited.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, monolayer semiconductors gained a lot of interest due to their remarkable optical properties. It was shown that the monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have great potential as single-photon emitters. Numerous studies showed enhanced photoluminescence (PL) in these systems that originates from excitons trapped at the edges of TMD flakes [1] [2] [3] [4] . Namely, defects that appear in these systems (e.g. impurities, vacancies) serve as charge traps that locally change the potential of the sample and, thus, can be considered as quantum dots. It was shown that in the case of WSe 2 these dots are optically active and emit single photons 2 . Single-photon emitters are of importance for the development of quantum information technology [5] [6] [7] , 2D optoelectronics 8, 9 , novel metrology applications 10 , etc.
The above mentioned studies rely on naturally existing defects which means that the size and the position of the optically active regions cannot be controlled. This is not convenient from a practical point of view and a solution that is based on a more controllable technology is required. Strain fields proved to be a good alternative. Potentials generated in strained regions are strong enough to create quantum confinement and, similarly as in the case of defects, can be used as optically active regions. However, unlike the defect case, strain can be easily controlled which gives more freedom in designing reliable and reproducible devices. In a very popular configuration, a 2D material membrane is stretched over a mesh of nanopillars resulting in a network of optically active nanodots [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, the absorption intensity varies with the radius, height, period, and the shape of the pillars 11, 14, 15, 17 .
Although, several studies have been carried out using 2D materials stretched over a mesh of nanopillars, little is known about the configuration and the strength of the pseudomagnetic field induced by the strain. In this paper we examine in detail the influence of nanopillars on the mechanical and electronic properties of the atomically thin 2D materials placed over them. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to access the deformation fields and implement tight-binding calculations to calculate the electronic properties. For practical reasons and because of already available experiments 18, 19 , we choose graphene as a material to be placed over the nanopillars, however, qualitative results obtained here can be applied to other 2D materials since the strain tensor and the pseudo-magnetic field are obtained from deformation fields which are not (or to a small extent when length scale of deformations is larger than the inter-atomic distance) dependent on the microscopic details of the material. The elastic properties of the material can be easily input as parameters in the coarse-grid mesoscopic model used for the membrane.
II. MD SIMULATIONS
In order to simulate graphene sheets with experimentally relevant dimensions, we use a coarse mesoscale model. Atomistic simulations of the mechanical deformation are implemented through a classical molecular dynamics (MD) approach. We use the approach developed by Cranford and Buehler in Ref. 20 , which is able to model macroscopic elastic properties of graphene membranes. In this mesoscale model the total energy is expressed as
where E stretch , E shear , E bend and, E adhesion are the energies due to axial stretching, shear deformation, bending and van der Waals interaction with a substrate, respectively. For axial stretching, shear deformation and bending, simple harmonic potentials are used, with parameters that fit the elastic properties of graphene. The stretching energy is expressed as
where k t = 470 kcal mol −1 Å −2 is the spring constant and r 0 = 2.5 nm is the equilibrium distance between two neighboring grid points of a coarse triangular grid. The shear deformation energy is
where k sh = 144 kcal mol −1 rad −2 is the spring constant and φ 0 = π/3 is the equilibrium in-plane angle of the triangular grid. Similarly, the bending energy can be written as
where k bend = 16870 kcal mol −1 rad −2 is the spring constant and θ 0 = π is the equilibrium out-of-plane angle. For the adhesion energy we use a van der Waals type potential with a distance parameter σ LJ = 0.3 nm and depth of the energy well E vdW = 473 kcal mol
corresponding to the interaction between two graphene layers. This parameter is varied in our simulations in order to model the interaction with other types of substrates. The pillars are modelled as cylindrical objects which interact with the graphene membrane through a similar van der Waals type interaction.
To obtain the lowest energy configuration of the graphene membrane we perform highly efficient MD simulations on GPUs by using the HOOMD simulation software 21,22 on a periodic system containing the mesoscale model of the graphene membrane interacting with a triangular pillar lattice and a planar substrate. The total energy is minimized with a relative tolerance criterion, δE = 10 −11 . 
III. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
, (e) (3%, 3%), and (f) (3%, 3%) with h = 100 nm.
To describe the electronic properties of strained graphene we use the standard single-band nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian for the π orbitals given by potential at site i, and t ij is the hopping energy between sites i and j. Notice that t ij is a spatially dependent function. Information about changes in the atomic positions extracted from MD simulations are plugged into Eq. (5) by changing the value of the hopping energy, which is modified according to the inter-atomic distance as
where t 0 = 2.8 eV is the equilibrium hopping energy, a 0 = 0.142 nm is the length of the unstrained C-C bond, and r ij = |r i − r j | is the length of the strained bond between atoms i and j. The decay factor β = ∂ log t/∂ log a | a=a 0 ≈ 3.37 describes how the hopping energy changes when the bond-length is modified 23 . In the model, the zigzag edge of the graphene is aligned with the x-axis.
The Pybinding 24 package was used to generate the tight-binding Hamiltonian and calculate local properties of the system. This easy-to-use python package is developed to simulate large systems that contain millions of atoms. Local properties of meso-systems are calculated using the kernel polynomial method (KPM) based on the Chebyshev expansion, an approximate method that is well suited for large systems and provides good agreement with methods based on exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 25 . As such, it has been used in many problems in condensed matter physics [26] [27] [28] [29] .
IV. THE DEFORMATION FIELD
We consider a graphene layer placed over the triangular lattice of nanopillars. The nanopillars are modeled as cylinders of radius r (in the rest of the text we use r = 10 nm) and height h. The unit cell of such a system is shown in Fig The strain distribution is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, we plot elements of the strain tensor:
ε xx , ε yy , and ε xy for the unit cells shown in Figs. 1(a) and (c). The top part of Fig. 3 corresponds to the system shown in Fig. 1(a) , i.e. a configuration with no pre-compression of the unit cell. Strain components are comprised of stretched and compressed regions that form around the pillar. The largest deformation that graphene sustain is around the pillar itself where the strain goes up to 9%. However, this is still well below the breaking limit for graphene 36 . Apart from this, large compression and stretching are observed around the ridges which is expected since this region exhibits the highest curvature. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 corresponds to the system shown in Fig. 1(c) , where the unit cell of graphene was pre-compressed in one direction and then the system is relaxed. Interestingly, strain around the pillar is lower in this case compared to the previous one and amounts to 5%. This is not surprising, since in this case the system is pre-compressed. Regions with largest strain are now shifted towards the ridges where we observe large curvatures accompanied by a fast variation between stretching and compression of graphene. This is best illustrated in Figs Figs. 4(a-c) ). We see that the general trend is that the ridges become narrower and smaller as E vdW increases. This is important because narrower features mean that the rate of change of graphene bond stretching is increased, suggesting an increase in the pseudo-magnetic field (PMF). This will be shown in the next section.
V. THE PSEUDO-MAGNETIC FIELD
The spatial variation of the hopping energy is equivalent to the generation of a pseudomagnetic vector potential, A = (A x , A y , 0), which can be evaluated around the K point
where the sum runs over all neighboring atoms of atom i, v F is the Fermi velocity, and δt ij = (t ij − t 0 ). It is shown that using the linear expansion of Eq. (7) one can easily connect the vector potential to the strain tensor ε ε ε as where ε ij are the elements of the tensor given by
The pseudo-magnetic field is then obtained as It is important to mention that the PMF calculated for the K' point has the opposite direction compared to the one in the K point. where the out-of-plane displacement reaches its minimum. This region is marked by the dashed black circle in Fig. 5(a) . In the following we refer to this radius as r z . Here, due to structural instabilities PMF shows fast variations in its sign and magnitude. Outside this region, generated PMF is significantly weaker due to the lower straining in this region, as shown in Figs. 3(a-c) .
It is interesting to see the influence of the pre-compression of the unit cell on the pseudomagnetic field profile. This is nicely illustrated in the top part of Fig. 5 where we show cases of ε y = 0, ε y = 1%, and ε y = 3%, respectively. Notice how the PMF profile changes with pre-compression from a symmetric one with clearly distinguishable regions of different polarity in Fig. 5 (a) to a highly asymmetric PMF profile with fast changes of the PMF on each face of the out-of-plane displacement and strongly pronounced ridges that spread over the unit cell, shown in Fig. 5(c) . Note that along the ridges, the strain components vary fast, thus, due to the discreetness of the lattice calculation of the derivatives from Eq. As a consequence, we see that the PMF also becomes more localized. This figure gives us a nice view of the distribution of the PMF in the system with equibiaxial compression.
Up to now, we observed how the PMF changes with pre-compression of the unit cell. Now, we focus on the influence of pillar height on the pseudo-magnetic field. As seen from
Figs. 5(d-e) by increasing the height of the pillar we significantly increase the size of the "pyramid" around the pillar, i.e. the area with non-zero out-of-plane displacement. In order to study this in more detail, in Fig. 6(a) we plot PMF for a few unit cells with different pillar heights using unit cell with no pre-compression. We choose this case because it is the easiest one to track the change of the PMF profile with h due to its symmetry. In each plot, we mark the region of high PMF intensity with dashed circles, as we did in Fig. 5(a) .
We confirm that the size of this region increases with h. In other words r z is a function of h. This dependence is plotted in Fig. 6(b) . The plot shows that r z is a linear function of the height of the pillar with a slope of approximately 2.6. Next, we investigate the change of the maximal value of the PMF with the height of the pillar, B max . These results are shown in Fig. 6(c) . As h is varied from 50 nm to 90 nm, B max linearly increases from 27 T to 47 T. However, due to the fast decay of the PMF in this region, B max is not a very useful quantity. Thus, in Fig. 6(d) we plot the averaged absolute value of the PMF inside the area of radius r z , B av . One can see that this value decreases with increase of h.
This is an unexpected result having in mind that B max almost doubles in the same range of pillar heights. However, if we look back to Fig. 6(a) , the reason for this behaviour becomes clearer. By increasing the height of the pillar, r z increases, however, the size of the region where the positive and negative PMF interchange does not follow this increase. Simply by comparing PMF for h = 50 nm and h = 90 nm, one can observe that in the latter case PMF drops to zero much before reaching r z and consequently leading to a decrease of B av . For this reason, we averaged the absolute value of the PMF in the region of constant radius of r = r z (h = 50 nm) = 134 nm. These results are presented in Fig. 6 (e). As expected, new averaged value, B * av , indeed increases with h. Furthermore, by doubling the height of the pillars the pseudo-magnetic field in the region around the pillar almost doubles, as was the case with B max .
As we mentioned in previous section, increasing the van der Waals energy leads to an increase of the curvature and consequently, of the pseudo-magnetic field. In Fig. 7(a) we plot the averaged absolute value of the PMF in a region of constant radius of 120 nm around the pillar versus the van der Waals energy, similarly as we did in Fig. 6(e) . Although, the general trend of increase of the PMF with E vdW is confirmed by this plot, we couldn't obtain a linear dependence, as we did in Fig. 6 (e). To understand this better, in Fig. 7 (b) we plot two PMF profiles (in the zoomed region around the pillar) calculated for different values of the van der Waals energy. One can easily conclude that the ridges are not stable, or in other words, its position and continuity are very unpredictable. This strongly influences PMF, since the curvatures would change rapidly in this system. To confirm this we plot in Fig.   7 (c) the Gaussian curvature along the dashed circle in Fig. 7 (b) (orange and blue curve, respectively). Gaussian curvature is calculated using
where θ is the angle between two bonds and the sum goes over all nearest neighbours in the graphene lattice. A p is the area of the Voronoi tessellation. For comparison, we also added the Gaussian curvature along the same path for the two systems from Figs. 1(a) and (d) (red and green curve, respectively). In the former case, curvature is rather large and changes quickly, as we expected. On the other hand, in the latter case, curvature is almost flat with the exception of the ridges, whose position can be easily extracted from this plot.
Local density of states (LDOS) calculations for a system from Coming even closer to the pillar, the pseudo-magnetic field increases. From the point marked with pink (light blue) square we extract 15 (12) T. Similarly as for the previous case, we conclude that these two points have pseudo-magnetic field in opposite directions. Finally, for points that belong to the ridges (gray and orange square) pseudo-Landau levels are not observed in the LDOS spectrum. However, plots show significant reduction of the LDOS in this region. As we already mentioned, due to the large curvatures in this region the pseudomagnetic field is highly inhomogeneous around the ridges. Consequently, pseudo-Landau levels cannot develop in this region since a fairly constant field in a region of few magnetic lengths is needed for their appearance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the mechanical and electronic properties of graphene membranes deposited on a super-lattice of pillars. Our simulations showed that the deformation fields are very sensitive to the initial conditions applied to the unit cell. Adding small precompression or "slack" to the graphene membrane, changes the out-of-plane deformation completely and pronounced ridges appear in its structure forming a wrinkle network connecting the pillars. The size and the network configuration of the ridges can be used to determine the presence and the type of strain in the structure.
Strain tensor elements showed that without pre-compression, the largest straining that graphene has to sustain is around the pillar itself where the strain reaches ∼10%, still well below the breaking point for graphene. When the initial compression of the unit cell is considered, the region of largest strain moves to the ridges, followed by the fast variation of the curvature. Using different substrates does not change qualitatively our findings, i.e.
the symmetry of the strain tensor elements and especially the ridges did not change. The change is rather quantitativly mirrored in a narrowing of the ridges with increase of the van der Waals energy and, generally, change the curvature due to the stronger interaction between the two materials.
Pseudo-magnetic field profiles revealed that around the pillar alternating regions of positive and negative PMF appear, mirroring the symmetry seen as obtained for Gaussian bumps or other circularly symmetric deformations. Especially, with no pre-compression, each face of the "pyramid" around the pillar has a PMF with only one direction. These regions start mixing when we apply an initial compression of the unit cell.
We studied the change of the parameters of the pseudo-magnetic field with the height of the pillars and the value of the van der Waals interaction. We found that in the case without pre-compression the maximal value of the PMF linearly increases with the height of the pillars. A linear dependence was also found for the average value of the PMF, taken over a radius of the area around the pillar with a non-zero out-of-plane displacement. The influence of the van der Waals energy is studied on the system with equibiaxial compression of ε x = ε y = 3%. Although, an increase of the E vdW results into an increase of the average value of the pseudo-magnetic field, the dependence is influenced by the fast change of the curvature in the region around the pillar.
Finally, the values of the PMF calculated from the deformation field are confirmed by our LDOS calculations performed using the tight-binding method. We found that on the faces of the pyramid, LDOS shows pseudo-Landau levels from which we extracted pseudo-magnetic fields of a few tens of Tesla. We expect that around the ridges the pseudo-magnetic field is much higher, however, this is not confirmed by the LDOS calculations. Possible reason is the fast oscillation of the field which prevents the Landau levels to develop.
Our findings can be, with slight modifications, applied to other 2D material membranes.
Such systems are of interest in quantum technology as they were shown to be efficient singlephoton emitters resulting from strain induced changes in the exciton confinement. Hence, our study can be used as a guide to optimize parameters of the system for the improvement of the confinement potential and, consequently, the efficiency of the emitters.
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